Stepping Stones

Helping your band to grow during the first months of playing.

25 simple arrangements – the first five pieces use only five notes for each instrument, then five each with six, seven, eight and nine.

instruments covered:

- BRASS
- WIND
- STRINGS
- PERC
- PIANO
- GUITAR

Level 1

Beginners
(up to grade 1 ABRSM)

music arranged by Matt Kingston
Stepping Stones

25 pieces for beginner ensemble.

Starting with 5 pieces which use just 5 notes per instrument, and expanding the range to 9 notes by the final arrangements.

With parts for woodwind, brass and string* instruments, plus percussion, piano and guitar.

A great start for players in their first year of learning.

*these arrangements are designed primarily for brass and woodwind players, so whilst string parts in 1st position are included, they are in keys which are not ideal for a first year string player. A separate edition for string orchestras is available.
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